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THE PURPOSE OF LOOKING AT RESEARCH FINDINGS

 Looking back at the FCL development and achievements

 Revisiting the choices made according to most recent evidence from research, 
practice and policy

 The learning zones

 The focus on teacher training

 The classroom level

 Launching the FCL research programme

 How to frame the research?

 Mapping research findings and the ‘unknown’ 

 Articulating FCL research with research undertaken at country level



MAIN RESEARCH FINDINGS INVESTIGATED



GLOBAL RESEARCH FINDINGS

‘Empirical evidence for investing in 

learning environments is strong:

Investments in quality school 

infrastructure are strongly associated 

with improved learning outcomes 

(even after controlling for student’s 

socio-economic background).’

Barrett & al. 2015

Factors significantly influential on 

learning progress



BUT…

 ‘The history of measuring the impacts of design on learning 

outcomes is widely thought of as being less than successful’  

Temple (2008), Boddington & Boys (2011), Ringstedt et al. (2011; Fraser (2014), Nordquist (2016)

 ‘[….] perceived failure of that initiative is due to, first, poor 

evaluation; and second, the poor preparedness of teachers 

for these spaces.‘ Imms (2018)



Are physical 

learning spaces 

(still) aligned with 

the (new) 

curricula?

Active 
learning

Cognitive 
sciences

Key 

competences

Technology in 
schools

New 
curricula

Content

Methods

Assessment

Barrett, World Bank report (2019)

Nordquist, Sundberg, Laing (2016)

The nature of learning, OECD report (2010)

Scott-Webber (2004)

TO AVOID POOR RESEARCH

WE NEED A FRAME / 1



Group 
work

?

Inquiry 
based 

learning

Problem 
based 

learning

Peer-to-
peer 

learning

Project 
based 

learning

FCL research 

programme

approach:

Analysing the 

impact of the 

learning space 

organisation

in association with

specific learning 

approaches and 

purposes



Barrett, World Bank report (2019)

Nordquist, Sundberg, Laing (2016)

Scott-Webber (2004)

TO AVOID POOR RESEARCH

WE NEED A FRAME / 2

Learning 
space

Teaching 
approach

Change of practice ?



DOES THE LEARNING SPACE CREATE CHANGE OF PRACTICE? 

 ‘[….] innovative learning environments [….] as significant agents of change 

[…] in terms of their capacity to add to teachers’ pedagogic repertoire 

(thus improved affective and effective outcomes for students), and not as 
a stand-alone catalyst for change [….]’ 

 ‘If this is true ILEs are a welcome development that can speed up or 

re-focus such pedagogic improvements; they would be an agent of 

change, as compared to being the magical catalyst that some espouse.’ 

 ‘Space won’t necessarily improve teaching by itself, but it can be used to 

improve teaching. What is required is work that focuses on helping 

teachers make the most of these environments.’ 

Imms (2015)



Barrett, World Bank report (2019)

Nordquist, Sundberg, Laing (2016)

Scott-Webber (2004)

TO AVOID POOR RESEARCH

WE NEED A FRAME / 2

Learning 
space

Teaching 
approach

FCL research 

programme

approach:

Analysing the 

impact of the 

space 

organisation

as a support 

rather than a 

catalyst



PRE-REQUISITES / 1

BUILDING (TEACHER) CAPACITY

 ‘Learning environments do not succeed by themselves. 

The key to the success of the environments is that 

motivated and educated users have 

knowledge about how to make best use of the 

environments in successful ways’ 

 ‘End users need to be prepared to 

use the spaces successfully: what are the ideas behind 

a space, what is its purpose, how can it be used, how 

does the technology work?’ 

Nordquist, Sundberg, Laing (2016)

FCL research 

programme approach:

Analysing the impact 

of the space 

organisation

taking into account

teaching staff 

competence level in: 

• implementing specific 

teaching approaches 

• using the space to 

support it



PRE-REQUISITES / 2 

NEED FOR SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

 ‘the learning community need better tools 

and instruments to support their leadership 

role in briefing and programming the space’ -
Nordquist (2016)

 ‘Creating a culture of sustainable change.’  -
Imms (2018)

 To support mainstreaming innovation at 

reasonable costs - Nordquist (2015)

FCL research 

programme

approach:

Analysing the impact 

of the space 

organisation

taking into account

the school leadership 

practice in: 

• supporting new 

practices

• providing the space 

supporting them



THE ‘BASICS’ OF THE FCL RESEARCH PROGRAMME APPROACH

Analysing the impact of the space organization:

in association with 

specific learning approaches and purposes

as supporting change in practice rather than creating it

taking into account: 

• Teachers competence level in: 

o implementing specific teaching approaches 

o using the space to support it 

• school leadership: 

o supporting active learning and diversified teaching repertoire

o Able to provide the space supporting it

Distinguishing 

sustained 

impact as 

opposed to 

early-use effect



City, region

THE LEARNING LANDSCAPE CONCEPT

school

Teacher training centers, science 

centers, libraries, etc. 

Nordquist (2016)

FCL research 

programme approach:

Analysing (designing) 

the space organisation

as a part of a broader 

learning landscape

when relevant/possible

classroom



ARTICULATING SPACE AND TECHNOLOGY:

THE NETWORKED LEARNING LANDSCAPE CONCEPT

 inter-connecting all formal and informal, on- and off-school/campus, 

virtual and physical facilities, sites, and services of the learning 

environment 

 emphasizing how the learning landscape is being augmented and 

transformed by the uses of information technology, which in turn is 

altering how learning is taking place in an increasingly wide variety of 

spaces and settings. 

 highlighting new demands for the programming and design of learning 

spaces as a result of the impact of technology on how we learn. 

Nordquist, Sundberg, Laing (2016)

Thody (2011)

Dugdale (2009)



MAIN RESEARCH QUESTIONS TO INFORM POLICY-MAKING:

• Are the existing learning spaces optimally designed for 

learning? 

• Does the design of the school foster current active and rich 

teaching and community engagement? 

• How can the school infrastructure be designed to evolve 

sustainably over the longer term? 

• How to combine different sciences/expertise that requires 

involvement of all users of these spaces - teachers, parents and 

children – in the decision-making process for infrastructure 

development

Barrett, World Bank report (2019)



FCL RESEARCH PROGRAMME TO CHOOSE WHAT TO ADDRESS

Imms (2018)

Teaching

• How to make 
teachers best 
using the 
space?

• How does the 
space  
support 
teacher 
collaboration?

• …

Learning

• How to assess 
learning 
outcomes 
according to 
space? 

• How does the 
space work for 
learners with 
special 
needs?

• …

Technology

• How to align 
space with 
technology? 

• How to 
organize the 
space to 
implement 
‘augmented’ 
learning?

• …

Leadership

• How to involve 
the space in 
the school 
strategy?

• How to sustain 
a culture of 
change at 
school level?

• …

Collaboration

• How to 
efficiently 
involve 
teaching staff 
in designing 
the space?

• How to make 
different 
expertise 
working 
together?

• …



ON OUR WAY TO THE FCL RESEARCH AGENDA

Co-

creating 

the 

research 

framework

Identifying 

specific 

research 

questions

Identifying 

funding 

sources

Mapping 

existing 

research 

at country 

level

Launching 

FCL 

research 

programme

(2020)

Pluridisciplary approach & project-based research
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